
Designed to enhance every drive.
Vehicle Protection



*Warranty terms, conditions and exclusions apply.

The Complete Range
No matter what your lifestyle or journey, our affordable range of driver options has been designed 
to protect you and your car, and enhance your driving experience.

Darkest Legal Window Film
As well as stylish looks, enjoy protection against up to 99% of the damaging UV 
rays and rejection of as much as 60% of uncomfortable solar heat.

This darkest legal film delivers maximum protection, outstanding glare reduction, 
exceptional heat & UV rejection and of course ultimate privacy. And, it offers the 
added safety feature of holding glass together in the event of an accident. 

Plus it comes with a lifetime warranty* for added peace of mind.

Driver Safety Kit
The perfect solution to help keep you and your passengers safe when you’re on the 
road. The Driver Safety Kit contains all the items you will require to assist with 
any unforeseen events during your travels. Housed in a heavy duty carry bag, this 
kit includes:

1. First Aid Kit
2. Fire Extinguisher
3. Car Power Bank and Charger
4. Roadside Electronic Flare Kit

5. Hi-Vis Vest
6. Cotton Gloves
7. Poncho
8. Microfibre Cloth

This compact kit is always ready to help out when you most need it.

Vehicle Drive Recorder
Helps provide evidence in the event of an accident.

An essential dash cam that helps prevent accidents and promotes safe driving. Front 
and rear cameras help avoid collisions. It records even while the car is parked - the 
device automatically records when motion or impact is detected. (Power Magic Pro included 

to enable Parking Mode)

Plus, the dedicated App means accessing and replaying footage is available 
at the click of a button.

Exterior Surface Protection
Enjoy a cleaner, well-protected vehicle with the range of surface coatings 
designed to make maintaining the condition and appearance of your vehicle a 
quick, simple and efficient process.

ACTIV Exterior Surface Coating protects your paintwork against weather induced 
oxidization, fading and loss of gloss.  Its self-cleaning properties mean you 
can spend less time washing your vehicle and more time doing the things 
you love!

Interior Surface Protection
The range of ACTIV interior surface coatings create a barrier against UV damage 
and staining, meaning that all fabric, carpet, vinyl and leather surfaces are 
treated to protect against discolouration as well as spills and stains.

Both the ACTIV Exterior and ACTIV Interior coatings are a once-off 
application for a lifetime* of protection, and help to preserve your 
vehicle’s re-sale value.

PROTECTED

UNPROTECTED



*Warranty terms, conditions and exclusions apply.

Vehicle Protection Package Options
Our affordable range of driver options have been designed to  

protect you and your new car, and enhance your driving experience.

ACTIV Exterior 
Surface Coating

ACTIV Exterior
Surface Coating

Darkest Legal Window Tint

ACTIV Interior
Surface Coatings

ACTIV Interior
Surface Coatings

Protects your paintwork against weather 
induced oxidisation, fading and loss of gloss, 
with its self-cleaning properties.

Protects your paintwork against weather 
induced oxidisation, fading and loss of gloss, 
with its self-cleaning properties.

Block up to 99% of UV entering through the 
windows, increase privacy and add stylish 
looks.

Helps preserve and protect leather, vinyl, 
fabric and carpet surfaces of your new vehicle.

Helps preserve and protect leather, vinyl, 
fabric and carpet surfaces of your new vehicle.

Receive a BONUS 
Driver Safety Kit

Includes a first aid kit, car 
power bank and charger, 
fire extinguisher, roadside 
electronic flare kit and more!

Premium Protection Pack

MOST POPULAR

Classic Protection Pack Choose To 
Build Your Own PackAll-Round Protection The Essentials

For those who want 
the whole package

For those who want 
to maximise re-sale

Pick the products that 
work best for your lifestyle

Darkest Legal Window Tint
Block up to 99% of UV entering through the 
windows, increase privacy and add stylish looks.

Vehicle Drive Recorder
Helps avoid collisions, promotes safe driving and 
provides evidence in the event of an accident.

Driver Safety Kit
Includes a first aid kit, car power bank and charger, 
fire extinguisher, roadside electronic flare kit and 
more!

ACTIV Exterior  
Surface Coating
Protects your paintwork against weather induced 
oxidisation, fading and loss of gloss, with its self-
cleaning properties.

ACTIV Interior  
Surface Coatings
Helps preserve and protect leather, vinyl, fabric and 
carpet surfaces of your new vehicle.



*Warranty terms, conditions and exclusions apply.

Driver Safety Kit
The perfect solution to help keep you and your passengers safe when you’re on the road. 
The Driver Safety Kit contains all the items you will require to assist with any unforeseen 
events during your travels. Housed in a heavy duty carry bag, this kit includes:

1. First Aid Kit
2. Fire Extinguisher
3. Car Power Bank and Charger
4. Roadside Electronic Flare Kit

5. Hi-Vis Vest
6. Cotton Gloves
7. Poncho
8. Microfibre Cloth

Darkest Legal Window Film
As well as stylish looks, enjoy protection against up to 99% of the damaging UV rays and 
rejection of as much as 60% of uncomfortable solar heat.

This darkest legal film also delivers outstanding glare reduction and ultimate privacy. 
And, it offers the added safety feature of holding glass together in the event of an 
accident. Plus it comes with a lifetime warranty* for added peace of mind.

Protected

Unprotected

Unprotected

Protected

ACTIV Premium Protection Pack
For those who want all-round protection 
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Exterior Surface Coating
ACTIV Exterior Surface Coating is designed to make maintaining the condition and 
appearance of your vehicle a quick, simple and efficient process. 

Not only does it provide an outstanding and brilliant shine, it also protects the coated 
surface against weather induced oxidization, fading and loss of gloss, as well as bird and 
bat droppings and tree sap. 

Interior Surface Coatings 
The range of ACTIV interior surface coatings create a barrier against UV damage and 
staining, meaning that all fabric, carpet, vinyl and leather surfaces are treated to protect 
against discolouration as well as spills and stains.

These coatings are a once-off application for a lifetime* of protection, designed to 
preserve and protect the paintwork and interior of your new vehicle.



*Warranty terms, conditions and exclusions apply.

ACTIV Classic Protection Pack
For those who want to maximise re-sale.

ACTIV Surface Coatings are a once-off application for a lifetime* of protection.  
This means you can spend less time cleaning your vehicle and more time doing the things you love.

Protected

Unprotected

Protected

Exterior Surface Coating
ACTIV Exterior Surface Coating is designed to make maintaining the condition and 
appearance of your vehicle a quick, simple and efficient process. 

Not only does it provide an outstanding and brilliant shine, it also protects the coated 
surface against weather induced oxidisation, fading and loss of gloss, as well as bird 
and bat droppings and tree sap. 

Interior Surface Coatings 
The range of ACTIV interior surface coatings create a barrier against UV damage 
and staining, meaning that all fabric, carpet, vinyl and leather surfaces are treated to 
protect against discolouration as well as spills and stains.

These coatings are a once-off application for a lifetime* of protection, designed to 
preserve and protect the paintwork and interior of your new vehicle.

• Eliminates the need to wax and polish.

• Helps to keep your vehicle’s paintwork cleaner for longer.

• Its hydrophobic properties result in water sheeting off the coated surface, 
helping take away dirt & dust. 

• Provides a revolutionary, permanent, high gloss finish.

• Helps preserve your vehicle’s re-sale value.

• Provides an easy clean surface to remove stains and marks 

• Provides a resilient and effective stain barrier against commonly 
consumed food and liquids

• Provides protection against surface discolouration caused by UV

• Comes with a nationwide lifetime warranty*

Unprotected



*Warranty terms, conditions and exclusions apply.

ACTIV Exterior Surface Coating is designed to make maintaining the condition and appearance of your vehicle a quick, 
simple and efficient process. Not only does it provide an outstanding and brilliant shine, it also protects the coated 
surface against weather induced oxidization, fading and loss of gloss, as well as bird and bat droppings and tree sap. 

With a once-off application, it’s engineered with nanotechnology and contains self-cleaning properties, meaning you 
can spend less time washing your vehicle and more time doing the things you love! 

ACTIV Exterior Surface Protection
Paint Surface Coating.

Features:
• Provides an outstanding and brilliant shine.

• Enhanced with UV protectant to prevent discolouration and 
premature ageing.

• Provides exceptional stain resistances against bird and bat 
droppings and tree sap.

• The Titanium Dioxide (Ti02) ingredient protects the coated surface 
against weather induced oxidization, fading and loss of gloss. 

• Comes with a lifetime warranty for your peace of mind*.

Benefits:
• Eliminates the need to wax and polish.

• Helps to keep your vehicle’s paintwork cleaner for longer.

• Its hydrophobic properties result in water sheeting off the coated 
surface, helping take away dirt & dust. 

• Provides a revolutionary, permanent, high gloss finish.

• Helps preserve your vehicle’s re-sale value.



*Warranty terms, conditions and exclusions apply.

ACTIV Interior Coatings protect all fabric, carpet, vinyl and leather surfaces against spills and stains, as well as UV 

damage and discolouration. These coatings are designed to help maintain the condition of your vehicle and provide a 

durable barrier against whatever life throws at it.

A once-off application for a lifetime* of protection, designed to preserve and protect the interior of your new vehicle.

ACTIV Leather Coating
The lanolin formula offers deep down moisturising protection to soften and 
preserve the natural beauty of a leather interior. 

• Protects against surface dehydration and discolouration caused by UV

• Provides an easy clean surface to remove stains and marks

• Preserves the new leather aroma

• Comes with a nationwide lifetime warranty*

ACTIV Fabric and Carpet Coating
Formulated with the bacterial protection system Bactishield, this coating 
will protect the surface against mould, mildew and other harmful bacteria. 

• Provides a resilient and effective stain barrier against commonly 
consumed food and liquids

• Provides protection against surface discolouration caused by UV

• Comes with a nationwide lifetime warranty*

ACTIV Vinyl Coating
Purpose built for vinyl surfaces, this silicon-free formula that provides  
a low-sheen, non-greasy, non-slick protective finish. 

• Prevents surface dehydration and damage caused by UV 

• UV stabilised against discolouration

• Comes with a nationwide lifetime warranty*

Protected

Unprotected

Interior Surface Protection
ACTIV Leather, Vinyl, Fabric & Carpet Surface Coating.



*Warranty terms, conditions and exclusions apply.

Darkest Legal Window Film
Maximum protection and stylish looks.

You and your passengers will be protected from damaging rays, blocking up to 99% of UV entering through the windows. 

It delivers maximum protection, outstanding glare reduction, exceptional heat rejection and of course ultimate privacy. 

It’s the darkest automotive window film and is guaranteed to perform for a lifetime*.

Our Darkest Legal Window Film starts working the minute it has been 
applied to your vehicle. This film offers maximum UV protection, and 
dramatically reduces heat and glare.

One of the other important benefits of window film is its ability to hold 
shattered glass together in the event of an accident. 

Key Benefits
• Darkest legal window film.

• Blocks up to 99% of damaging UV.

• Rejects up to 60% of heat and glare.

• Strengthens glass, helping to hold together in the event of an accident.

• Adds a stylish look.

• Increases privacy for you and your passengers.

• Lifetime nationwide warranty*.

• Increased safety and security for occupants.

• Clear film is available for vehicles that are manufactured with privacy glass.

Optical Clarity:

Strength:

Lifetime Warranty*:

UPF 50+ Protection:

Glare Control:

Heat Rejection:

Product Performance

This film has also been independently tested by ARPANSA: Australian 
Radiation Protection and Nuclear Safety Agency and has been 
certified to effectively protect against solar ultraviolet radiation.



*Warranty terms, conditions and exclusions apply.

Driver Safety Kit
This compact kit is always ready to help when you most need it.

The perfect solution to help keep you and your passengers safe when you’re on the road. The Driver Safety Kit 

contains items you may require to assist with any unforeseen events during your travels.

What’s Included:

Made out of a series of compartments 
with each compartment clearly labelled for 

what to use each item for

Battery-powered, with 4 variable lighting 
sequences offering 360 degrees of visibility 

- day or night

Electronic Road Flare Kit

A portable device that can be used 
to jump start your vehicle and power 

electronic accessories

Car Power Bank & Charger

With the Driver Safety Kit, you’ll always be adventure-ready.

Heavy Duty Bag

Poncho Cotton Gloves

Microfibre Cloth Hi-Vis Vest

Fire Extinguisher

First Aid Kit

A dry chemical powder extinguisher 
offering easy storage and is ideal for the 

home, car, boat, caravan or workshop



*Warranty terms, conditions and exclusions apply.

An essential dash cam that records every drive in full HD quality, including superior night-time vision. The device can also 
record even when the car is parked by using the Power Magic Pro (that comes included) that will cut off automatically, 
leaving enough charge in your battery to start your vehicle#.

Vehicle Drive Recorder
Helps avoid collisions and promote safe driving.

# Power Magic Pro included to enable Parking Mode.

Your best eye witness in the 
event of an accident

• Helps provide evidence in the event of an accident.

• In any sudden accident, footage can be replayed immediately 
via the App.

• Built-in GPS and WiFi makes for a cleaner installation with 
less cables, and removes the need to take the SD card out for 
simple tasks.

• Saves and organises files on the microSD card in a way 
that reduces the need for regular SD card formatting, and 
prevents file corruption events after long periods of use.

• Records both audio and visual footage.

• Built in GPS and WiFi: GPS provides speed recording and 
tracks travel via Google Maps. WiFi allows for viewing a live 
feed, downloading footage and adjusting settings. 

• SD card allows for easy viewing of captured footage on a PC, 
adjusting user options, playback footage in slow motion and 
more.

• Dedicated App (available via iOS and Android) for reviewing 
captured footage.

• Available as front or dual (front and rear) configuration.

• Professionally installed by a trained Technician.

• Comes with a 3 year nationwide warranty*

Comes with a 32GB SD card^

^ 32GB SD card supplied with dual configuration. 16GB SD card 
supplied with front only configuration.

Key Features

Benefits

Built-in Wi-Fi GPS Receiver

The Power Magic Pro 
is included with your 
purchase and ensures 
the Vehicle Drive 
Recorder continues  
to record when the 
vehicle is parked




